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Introduction

Before starting...
Here you can find all information you need to start using administration control panel of Zakeke into best way.
Instead, if you're searching for instructions on how to integrate Zakeke into your platform, see Integration.

Introduction
Zakeke is an innovative experiential cloud platform which allows all portal admins of e-commerce to integrate,
into their own systems, a 360° product customizer in 2D and 3D in order to offer to clients the possibility to
customize live products for sale, even choosing optional.

The first step is the creation of a new account on Zakeke.

https://www.zakeke.com/Documentation/Integration


Create a new account

Create a new account on Zakeke
The first step to start using Zakeke is the creation of a new user account. You can reach the registration page
into three ways:

By clicking here;
From this page, by clicking on Login / Register into the right side of toolbar and then, into the next window, on
Don't have an account?;

From Homepage, by clicking on Register into the right side of toolbar.

At this point, you can proceed with filling out the required fields to sign up on Zakeke. You are asked to enter:
Bussiness name - the name of your organisation;
Username - the username associated to your account which let you access;
Email - a valid e-mail address useful for the activation and managing of your account, as well as reset your
password and your access;
Password - a sequence of characters containing numbers, letters and special characters in order to protect
your account;
Confirm password - the same password as above.

https://www.zakeke.com/Admin/Register
https://www.zakeke.com/Documentation//


Moreover, there are two checkboxes:
Data Treatment - D.Lgs 196 of 30/06/2003 - to verify that you've read our General conditions (mandatory);
Consent for the processing of data with Marketing Purposes - to verify that you've read our Privacy policy and
give consent to data treatment for marketing purposes.

If everything is ok, at the end of this step you'll receive an e-mail (to the address indicated during the
registration phase) containing a useful link to activate your new account. By clicking on it, you'll be redirect to
the page of confirmation on Zakeke.At this point, in order to enter into your BackOffice (control panel) you have
to login and to insert your username and password saved before. By this way you can start managing your own
account.

https://www.zakeke.com/Contracts/GeneralConditions
https://www.zakeke.com/Contracts/Privacy


BackOffice

An overview on BackOffice
The BackOffice of Zakeke is your control panel where you can manage your personal account, navigate
between received orders, configure your customizable products, manage your image gallery and set printing
areas and modes. Furthermore, you can change payment and registration data and set parameter for your
e-commerce.
The BackOffice is composed by:

A toolbar with language selection and appearance / disappearance buttons of the sidebar;
A navigation sidebar containing menu with all sections of BackOffice to which you can access;
A working area where you can see data and do all your tasks;
An help button that allows you to request support for problems and/or question about Zakeke.

Sidebar content
Here you can find all functionalities offered by BackOffice: navigate through this list to read the related
documentation.

User profile
Dashboard
Orders
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Images
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E-Commerce



User profile

User profile on Zakeke
The user profile has all information associated with your account on Zakeke. In order to access to your profile
section and to see or change data, click on User profile into sidebar.

The window that opens lets you see your user information like name, email and username and allows you to
upload a profile image of your brand / logo. The images must be saved in PNG, GIF (not animated), BMP and
JPEG files with a maximum size of 5 MB.

From here it's also possible to set the timezone used by Zakeke to show you all times and dates according to
the schedule more suited to you. When you register to Zakeke the system automatically recognise your most
suited timezone, but you're always free to change it into this section.



Besides, you can change your access password to Zakeke by confirming your current password and by
inserting twice your new one.

By clicking on the following icon - credit card - you can access to your subscription and billings information. For
this section, see the specific guide.

If you want to quit from Zakeke, you can logout by pressing on the Logout button into the sidebar.



FAQ
What are the resolutions that I can use for my profile image?Whatever you want: Zakeke supports all
resolutions you like for your profile image. The system automatically adapts the image to make it square. The
only limit is actually the size of image, limited at 5 MB.
Can I insert an animated GIF?No: it's not possible to insert an animated GIF. The images must be saved in
PNG, GIF (not animated), BMP and JPEG files.



Dashboard

An overview on Dashboard
The Dashboard is the section of BackOffice which show in real time all usage statistics of Zakeke. The data are
into special rectangular boxes and they are represented with numbers or graphs.

The type, number and data views could easily change by the time in order to satisfy our clients' requests.
In the Dashboard you see the following boxes:

Purchase orders - total number of orders in the selected period.
Purchased designs - total number of customizations purchased in the selected period.
Unpurchased designs - total number of customizations added to cart and not purchased.
Conversion rate - percentage of purchased customizations compared to those added to cart and not
purchased.
Interactions - total number of users who have done at least one operation in the customizer on your website.



Orders

In this page you'll see how to manage orders of your customers. You're free to choose the place where you can
see them:

View orders on Zakeke
View orders on admin panel of Magento 2.

View orders on Zakeke
The Orders section into Zakeke Back Office contains the whole list of orders from your customers, with all
customization details, including downloadable print-ready files.

Each element in the table has the following fields:
Date - it's the date of purchase done by the consumer;
Number - it's the ID code of order, useful when you know it and you're searching for this one;
Products - it's the list of customized products of the order;
Status - it's the status of the order.

If you want to see the details you can just click on the table row that refers to the selected order.

https://www.zakeke.com/Documentation/Integration/Magento2#Magento2-list-orders


Besides the ability to read all the details of the order like the name, code, quantity, printing method and design
code it's possible to download printing files. These are into a ZIP archive and actually are in PNG and SVG
files.



Products

Your catalog of customizable products
    The creation of your catalog of customizable products begins from Products section where you can import all
your products, available into your e-commerce.

Steps
    Here there are the needed steps to create and manage your product catalog:

Adding a new product to the catalog
Configuring the product for customization
Modifying or removing a product from the catalog

    If you're interested in specific functionalities of the product configuration:
Printing methods
Variations
Customizable areas
Images
Print areas
Pricing
3D preview
Save

Add a new product to the catalog
    The addition of a new products to the Zakeke catalog simply happens by clicking on Add product button at
the top right of the window.



    The pop window contains the list of all available products of your e-commerce which you can add to Zakeke
by clicking on them. If you can't find your product to be configured you can also search for it if you know its
name or its SKU thanks to the search bar at the top of the product list.

Configure your product for customization
    The product configuration for the customization begins as soon as a new product is added to your Zakeke
catalog.
    Here how the window of the product configuration is:

Progress buttons - at the top right of the section, they're useful to start the next or previous step of product
configuration;
Configuration progress bar - just below the toolbar, it notifies the configuration progress status;
Working area - it's the area where all operations on products are done during the whole configuration process.



1. Printing methods
    The first step of configuration process is related to the choice of printing methods to be used for product
customization.

    By clicking on Add printing method it's possible to:
Choose one of the printing methods already set (available into Printing methods section of BackOffice);
Create a new one.

    If you want to create a new printing method, click on Add new method.

    You'll see the form for the creation of printing method where you can fill out all required field.



    Here there's the meaning of each field:
Name - it's the name of the new printing method;
Output - it's the format of output file which are made on request for the print;
DPI - it's the Dot Per Inch parameter and it refers to the quality of print;

    Furthermore, it's possible to select various additional settings, such as:
Choose a set of default text colors - if you want that only a small set of colors or a single default color can be
selected for the text by the user;
Disable seller images gallery - if you want that your images are not visible by the user;
Use image size and prevent resizing - if you want that images have fixed dimensions so they cannot be
resized;
Disable user images upload and gallery - if you want to disable the upload of user's custom images;

    If you want to save your new printing method you have to click on Ok button at the bottom of form.
    You can combine the product with all printing method you prefer! When you've finished this configuration
phase, click on Next in order to proceed with the configuration of product variations.

2. Variations
    In the second step of the product configuration you must select what variations the product must have. For
example, the variations let's you distinguish a product by it's colors or materials.
Each variation is made by one ore more attributes that are loaded directly from your store and they are the
same that you have configured for this product.
    Note: if the product does not have any variations, then this step is skipped and you can go to the next step

    To add one ore more variations press the Add variations button.



    In this screen you can add one variation at time or more at the same time. In this last case the name of the
variation is automatically created with the name of attributes selected but you can change it if you want.
You can use the "Add multiple variations at the same time" to switch from the single mode or multiple mode.
    To add a single variation at time you must type the variation name in the "Name" field (eg. 'Red' or 'Silver')
and select the matching attributes. It's not mandatory to select all attributes, just which differ one varation from
the other. Then press OK to add the variation.

    By selecting "Add multiple variations at the same time" we will have the list of all attributes and their values
as selectable options. We choose the ones that interest us and we press OK: all the variations will be added
at one time. Also, you can press the "Select All" check for each attribute to select all values at the same time.
If you check values of different attributes (eg. 'Red' and 'Blue' for the 'Color' attribute, and 'S' and 'XL' for the
'Size attribute) then all combinations will be added (for example 'Red - S', 'Red - XL', 'Blue - S', 'Blue - XL',
etc...).



    When you have finished you can ad the customizable areas.

3. Customizable areas
    Into the third step of configuration process we can see the choice of customizable areas of your product.

    By clicking on Add customizable area it's possible to:
Select one of customizable areas already set (available into Customizable area section of BackOffice);
Create a new one.

    If you want to create a new customizable area, click on Add new area.



    You'll see the form of creation of a new area where you can fill out all required fields.

    Here there's the meaning of each field:
Name - it's the name of the new customizable area.

    In order to save your new customizable area you have to click on Ok button at the end of the form.
    You can combine the product with all customizable areas you prefer! When you've finished this configuration
phase, click on Next in order to proceed with the configuration of preview images.

4. Images
    The fourth step of configuration process requires the uploading of preview images of the product.
    In order to upload an image you can just click on Load image placed in correspondence to the color and
customizable area related to what the model of product really represents. The table row are labeled with colors
/ attributes selected into the phase of color selection, while the table columns are named with the customizable
areas set into the phase of selection of customizable areas.



    You have to upload an image for each customizable area set into previous phase. This is necessary to
provide your consumers the possibility to customize the product directly upon the model images.
    It's possible to upload images in JPEG, PNG and BMP files with a maximum size of 5 MB.
    By this way for every cell of the table you'll obtain a grid containing all inserted images.

    When you've finished this phase, you can proceed with the settings of printing areas.

5. Print areas
    Into the fifth step of configuration process you can set the printing areas of product. These ares are basically
the print limits on which consumers can apply their own customizations (text, images, etc..) on the final product.
    Here how the window of printing areas selection is:

Sidebar of printing areas selection - it contains all customizable areas available for the product;
Area of printing areas management - it's the working area which contains the model image of product where
you can set printing areas;
Toolbar - it contains the tools used for the making of printing areas;
Sidebar for options / info - it has options and available information for a specific printing area just created /
selected.



    Let's have a look at the toolbar and at what it embeds:
Ruler - it sets the sizes of the real object to be customized

Rectangular area - it draws a rectangular printing area

Circular area - it draws a circular printing area

Polygonal area - it draws a polygonal printing area

Merge areas - it merges two or more printing areas into a only one.



Mask - it defines printing areas thanks to (only) PNG files, automatically making a mask based on transparency
level

Move view - it allows you to move working area

    The first action to do on model consists of setting of real dimensions. Be careful to measure the product
correctly and to use the same references for both the model and the product.
    With handy measures, use the ruler to draw a line which has for references the limits of the measurement
done on the real product. In the section that appears, enter the value of the actual measurement.

    At this point you can continue with the creation on printing areas on product. In order to create a printing
area you can just choose one of the tools of the toolbar and move into working area. Draw your printing areas
carefully, in respect of model limits.



    Obviously you can drag, rotate, scale or delete each area by using the buttons which appear into the
rectangle of the area just drawn.
    The sidebar for options / info let you see and modify all information about position and dimension of selected
or just drawn area.

    The option Crop output is useful when you want to delete from output printing files (loaded into Orders) all
the customizations that don't respect limits of printing areas. It's obviously that if you want to save all
customized elements of your consumers it's necessary to disable this option (enabled by default).
    When you've finished the configuration of printing areas for each customizable area you can continue with
the configuration of 3D preview.



6. Pricing
    Into the sixth step of configuration you can set your customization costs of final customized product on the
basis of different parameters.
    Note: this section will show you the details of base pricing. For details on advanced pricing we recommend
you to read the related page.
    Into the window, select the printing method for which you want to set customization costs.

    Fill out the form shown.

    Here there's the meaning of each field:
Basic cost - it's the basic cost of of the printing method to be applied to the product;
Cost per text element - it's the additional cost for each text element to apply on the product;
Cost per picture element - it's the additional cost for each picture element to apply on the product.

    After you've applied customization costs for all printing methods, you can proceed with 3D preview upload of
product.



7. 3D preview
    The seventh step of configuration process let you upload a 3D model of product in order to use it as a 3D
preview for your consumers. For this operation we suggest to follow the detailed page by clicking here
    When you've finished this phase, you can proceed with the saving of product.

8. Save
    Into the eighth and last step of configuration process you can finally save your product and all configuration
associated to it, by clicking on Save product.

    Wait until the process is correctly saved - the loading symbol will appear into the window.

    When everything is ok, the system will communicate the end of this operation.



    By clicking on Ok you'll be redirected again to Products section.

Modify or remove a product from the catalog
    The modification of an existing product into the Zakeke catalog happens by clicking directly on the product of
the list you want to modify.

    The process of product configuration will start - it's the same of the initial configuration, but in this case all
section are already compiled with saved settings.
    You only need to modify the parameters you want to change and then proceed with the saving of the new
configuration.
    The elimination of an existing product from your Zakeke catalog begins by clicking on Delete product at the
bottom right of each product of the list.



    A pop window will be opened, and into this one you have to confirm the elimination of product from the
catalog.

    The elimination of a product from the catalog is an irreversible process and can't be undone.

FAQ
        Can I cancel the process of adding a new product? Sure: You just have to navigate into one of the
BackOffice sections or simply you can go again into Products section.
        Can I cancel the process of modifying a product already set into the catalog? Yes: like the process of
adding a new product, you just have to navigate into one of the BackOffice sections or simply you can go again
into Products section.



Advanced pricing

Your own pricing
    In the previous section of this guide we presented the base version of pricing, related to the management of
customization costs of final product. Based on few parameters, this version is limited and it doesn't allow you to
set a price list that fits your needs.
    Indeed, in this section we're going to analyze the advanced version of pricing which has a larger set of
parameters totally customizable.
    Note: advanced pricing is available only for some pricing plans. Be sure you've chosen a plan with advanced
pricing before proceeding, or you'll be able to manage only the base version.
    During the product configuration, into the window of pricing settings, choose one of the printing methods
from the list.

    After your choice, you'll see an hierarchy of elements put into a tree that you can explore by opening and/or
closing branches with symbols + and -.

    Analyzing the internal structure of branches, you can find these typical elements of hierarchy:



Product - is the product for which you want to set customization costs. It's the parent element of the whole
hierarchy and, for this reason, it's put at the top of list;
Color - it's one of the colors / variants of product. The number of color elements is the number of the whole
product variants;
Customizable area - it's one of the customizable area for a given product variant. The number of customizable
area elements is the number of the whole customizable areas, set for a specific product variant;
Printable area - it's one of printing areas inside a given customizable area. The number of printable area
elements is the number of printing areas, set for a specific customizable area of product.

    Only next to color elements there's a checkbox (checked by default) that allows you to include / exclude a
product variant from the selected printing method.

    Note: be sure that every variant is set in at least one printing method, and that every printing method has at
least one enabled variant.
    For all elements of hierarchy, by clicking on Add price you can see the setting costs view.



    Here the meaning of options:
Setup price - it's the base cost, related to the possibility for your clients to customize their products. In this kind
of costs you can find those for the setting and for the management of the product to be printed (e.g. t-shirt,
mug, etc...);
Customization price - it's the customization cost, related to the customization of product. In this kind of costs
you can find printing expense;
Element selector - selects the elements on which you're going to apply costs settings you're compiling;
Application to variants - indicates if current settings must be applied (replicated) on all product variants.

    Besides, you can specify if the price depends on the quantity of colors inside the customization done by your
clients. With this option enabled, it's necessary to set the price for the first color used and for the remaining
ones.
    Note: if you enable this functionality, the maximum limit of colors that images can contain is 10. By this way,
every photo or every image which has shades can't be used for the customization.

    You can set the price range you prefer by clicking on + on the left.
    As soon as you save your settings, you'll see a marker of pricing enabled on the side of the element for
which those settings are applied.
    Note: the color of marker is merely suggested and it isn't linked to the color of product variant. The elements
with the same marker have the same pricing settings.



    If you want to see a summary of the pricing settings you can point the marker with cursor or finger, while if
you prefer to delete them you have to click on X.

    At the end of the entire process, the aspect of hierarchy will be the same as shown in figure.



    Into the example, all color elements have the same pricing settings (green), while the remaining settings
have different values.
    With a pricing like this, the final cost of customized products will be calculated on the quantity of product, on
used colors and on number of printing areas and/or customizable areas that your clients will use.
    Note: pay attention on the values inside the element selector because the final price of product is due to the
combination of sums and replacements of costs for single elements. Take a look on the following examples.

Example
    Here there're some examples which can teach you how to set your own pricing:

Mousepad - pricing with simple settings;
T-shirt uomo - pricing with advanced settings.

    Use case: you want to set pricing settings of product mousepad so that all its variants have the same pricing,
except for the mousepad with the heart shape that has higher setup and customization prices.
    Into the pricing window, choose the printing method to be configured in order to see the hierarchy of
elements as shown in figure.

    Click on Add price on the side of first variants into the list and set your pricing according to your needs.



    By applying the same pricing to the whole variants, the system assigns the same pricing to all color elements
of the list.

    Let's continue with the pricing for the variant bianco cuore (white heart): delete the pricing already set for the
variant and create a new pricing.

    With the new settings, the hierarchy will be as shown in figure: the variants bianco rettangolare (white
rectangle) and bianco tondo (white circle) have the same pricing, whereas the last variant bianco cuore (white
heart) has another pricing settings, different from the others, with higher costs.



    The costs into the example are applied on the product and not on number of customizable / printing areas
used. This is due to the value of element selector, set on Global.
    Example 1: for a client that purchases mousepad bianco rettangolare (white rectangle) the costs will be:
for a total of .

 (initial setup cost);
 (customization cost, 1 for each mousepad);

    Example 2: for a client that purchases mousepad bianco cuore (white heart) the costs will be: for a total
of .

 (initial setup cost);
 (customization cost, 2 for each mousepad);

    Note: costs must be valued into your currency.
    Use case: you want to set the pricing of product t-shirt uomo (t-shirt for men) so that all variants have the
same base price with setup cost variable according to customization colors, that Blue and Red variants have a
lower setup cost and that the customizable area Front (of each variant) has a higher customization price.
    Into the pricing window, choose the printing method to be configured in order to see the hierarchy of
elements as shown in figure.

    Click on Add price on the side of product element into the list and set your base pricing, with variable setup
prices according to customization colors.



    Set on Yes the variable cost according to colors and fill out all the field and the pricing range.
    Note: when at least one option on variable price is enabled, the element selector is automatically set on
Printable area. This is due to the need to count the number of used colors for the customization for each
printing area and not only on customizable area or on the entire product.
    Now, set the pricing for Blue and Red variants by clicking on Add price.

    Insert lower setup prices, and apply the same price to all variants. By this way, you avoid to repeat the same
operation for all variants.



    Delete the pricing just set from all variants that don't need it.

    Now, open one of the branch until you reach the level of customizable areas. Insert the price for the
customizable area Front.



    Be sure to insert a higher customization price, and apply the price to the whole variants.

    At this point, all Front areas inside product variants have the same pricing, and the process of pricing
configuration is ended.



    Example 1: for a client that purchases Red t-shirts, that uses Front and Back customizable areas and 6
customization colors per area, the costs will be: for a total of .

 (0.7 + 0.5 x 5, initial setup cost for colors, for the area Front);
 (0.5 + 0.3 x 5, initial setup cost for colors, for the area Back);
 (1 x 2, customization cost, for the area Front);
 (0.8 x 2, customization cost, for the area Back);

    Example 2: for a client that purchases Blue t-shirts, that uses Front and Back customizable areas and just
one customization color per area, the costs will be: for a total of .

 (initial setup cost for just one color, for the area Front);
 (initial setup cost for just one color, for the area Back);
 (1 x 5, customization cost, for the area Front);
 (0.8 x 5, customization cost, for the area Back);

    Example 3: for a client that purchases White t-shirt, that uses Front and Back customizable areas and 5
customization colors per area, the costs will be: for a total of .

 (0.7 + 0.5 x 4, initial setup cost for colors, for the area Front);
 (0.7 + 0.5 x 4, initial setup cost for colors, for the area Back);
 (1 x 60, customization cost, for the area Front);
 (0.8 x 60, customization cost, for the area Back);

    Note: costs must be valued into your currency.



3D Preview

Introduction
    Zakeke allows you to show your users a three-dimensional preview of your product. They will be able to
enlarge and rotate the model at any angle. Before you start, here are some important things you should know
about 3D previews:

Zakeke's 3D preview uses a real-time graphics engine that works directly on the user's browser. This means
that the user will be able to rotate and watch the model with maximum fluidity, without slowing down. The
changes that the user makes will be updated on the model in a few moments.
When designing or loading the 3D model to use, please remember that 3D previewing works on both desktop
and mobile devices, so you need to strike a balance on model quality to prevent mobile users from
downloading heavy-duty 3D models or blocking low-end devices.
Zakeke currently supports OBJ format as a 3D model, exportable from almost any modeling software.
Make sure that the 3D model does not have too many polygons,that it is correct (without rats-nest, etc.) and
has the correct UV mapping for customizable areas.
Do not use shaders or other special effects on materials during modelling as they are not supported by Zakeke.
You can add a reflex or transparency effect during setup.
Zakeke uses material separation to distinguish the different areas of the product. For example, for a t-shirt with
front and back we will have a 3D model with two materials t_front e mat_back, even if they use the same
texture and colors.

In this guide we will use as an example a t-shirt with ' front' and ' back'.

Loading a 3D model
Let's start again from the 3D PREVIEW step of a product configuration. In this screen you will select the
various components of the 3D model:

the OBJ file
the MTL file, if any
the textures, if any

Click on UPLOAD 3D MODEL to upload the file.You will see a screen with a 3D model viewer on the left and a
list of customizable areas on the right.



Connecting 3D materials to 2D areas
In this screen, we will link the 3D model areas with the 2D product areas, for example we will connect mat_front
with the 'Front' area and mat_back with the 'Back' area.

Click and drag the mouse in the 3D viewer to rotate the model
Click on the material that you're interested in, for example mat_front (it will change color by passing the mouse
over it)
Click on the customizable 'Front' area on the right column/li>
Repeat the procedure for the 'back' side or any other remaining area. Once finished click on NEXT

Recoloring the 3D model according to the variants
In this screen we need to recolor the 3D model according to the 2D variants. For example, if our t-shirt has 3
colours (blue, red and white) we have to change colour and/or texture to the various materials to reproduce
these variations.

Click on a variant on the left, for example' blue'.
Click on a material in the 3D viewer, for example mat_front.
        On the right side, you will have to choose whether that material for that variant should be of a solid colour,
have a neutral texture and recolor it or a texture of the right colour. In our case we already have coloured
textures.

For solid color, just click on the square below and a color picker will be shown.
The neutral texture is the same as the solid color, but the texture loaded at the beginning will be shown.
For colored textures, click on UPLOAD TEXTURE and choose a file.

If necessary, we move the transparency or reflexivity sliders to obtain their effects.
Repeat steps 2 - 4 for the mat_back material.
Repeat steps 1 - 5 for all other variants. Then click on NEXT.



Adjusting textures to printing areas
    After recoloring the model and indicating which customizable areas are linked to the various materials, it is
necessary to reposition the printing areas on the material.
    This is due to the fact that the 2D image of the customizable area does not always match with the texture
used by the 3D model and it can produce a distortion or an incorrect location of user customization on the
preview.
The next image shows how a user customization can be right or wrong in the preview depending on the
adjustment.

To adjust the printing area to the texture:
Click on a customizable area on the left
On the right side, drag and drop the rectangle containing the image of the customizable area and adjust it on
the texture in the correct position as in the following image.



This is the required final result:

Click NEXT and save the product

FAQs and specific cases
OBJ files exported with SketchUp can produce problems
It is not possible to use patterns or tiles for textures that will be used for customization, otherwise the
customization will be repeated.
For metallic materials without texture, such as rings or bracelets, UV mapping is required. You can use a
temporary texture to set UV mapping and then remove it in Zakeke using the 'Solid Color' type.



Theme

Choose the theme of your customizer
Feel free to add your style to the customizer that your consumers will use to customize their product! Into the
Theme section you can choose your favorite combination of colors.

The window you can see contains the following options:
Primary color - it's the base color of theme, shown for main sections of customizer;
Icons color - it's the base color of icons into the customizer toolbox;
Toolbox color - it's the background color of the customizer toolbox.

At the end of your choice of theme, click on Save settings at the top right of the section in order to save your
changes.



Customizable areas

Manage printing areas
Into Customizable areas you can find all printing areas you set during the addition of customizable areas of
product during configuration.

You can naturally manage them here, adding new areas or deleting those already set.
The addition of a new area happens when you click on Add area at the top right of section.

Into the pop window, insert the name of customizable area and then click on Add.

The elimination of an existing area happens when you click on bin at the bottom right side of each area on the
list.



You'll be asked to confirm the elimination on the pop window.

After confirmation, the system will notify the correctness of elimination.



The elimination of a customizable area from the list is an irreversible process and it can't be undone. Besides, if
the selected area is already in use for at least one product, the elimination is forbidden.



Printing methods

Manage printing methods
The Printing methods section has all printing methods which you set during the addition of printing methods for
a product into configuration phase.

You can naturally manage them here, adding new printing methods or deleting those already set.
The addition of a new method happens when you click on Add printing button at the top right of the section.

Into the window that appears insert the name of new printing method and the type of output to create, then click
on Add.

You'll be notified on saving completion of the printing method with a pop window.



The elimination of a printing method happens when you click on bin presente at the bottom right side of each
method on the list.

You'll be asked to confirm the elimination on the pop window.



After confirmation, the system will notify the correctness of elimination.

The elimination of a printing method from the list is an irreversible process and it can't be undone. Besides, if
the selected method is already in use for at least one product, the elimination is forbidden.



Fonts

Fonts introduction
    When using Zakeke, your final customer has a wide choice of fonts available for your text. If these are not
enough or you need to use your own fonts collection, you can load new ones into classic TrueType (TTF) and
OpenType (OTF) formats.

 Loading one or more fonts
    To load new fonts in addition to Zakeke's predefined, go to the "Upload fonts" page on the side menu. On
this page we can check which fonts we have (all, default or uploaded by us) and check the upload status.

    Click on ADD NEW FONTS in the upper right and a dialog will open where you can press SELECT FONTS
or drag the files directly into the browser window. You can select one or more .TTF, .OTF files, or a ZIP
package containing the fonts. After selecting the fonts, click on the UPLOAD FONT button to load.



 Check the font installation status
    Unlike other Zakeke elements, fonts need a few minutes before being available to the user and
customizations. After uploading the files, you will be taken to the "Loading Character" page in the "in
processing" section. On this page we can check the fonts installation status. Loading fonts can have the
following states: WARNING: When a font load is in the Completed state, it may take a few seconds for the
font to be fully usable.

  Waiting - Your fonts have not yet been processed.
  Processing - Fonts are being processed and will be installed.
  Error - One or more fonts have not been processed. Hover over the element to read the last error.
 Completed - Fonts have been successfully processed.



Subscription details

View subscription details
Into Subscription details you can consult all the information about your Zakeke account.

Here there are the available options:
Change plan - it let you change your own tariff plan for Zakeke;
Cancel subscription - it cancels your subscription to our service, stopping the use of Zakeke;
Change payment method - it changes the payment method for the charges about your Zakeke account.

The change of plan provide the possibility to choose one of the tariff plans available on Zakeke.

By clicking on Subscribe at the bottom of each plan you'll proceed with the deactivation of your current plan
and with the activation of new one.



The cancellation of subscription requires an user confirmation, given that this irreversible operation blocks the
use of Zakeke.

The change of payment method gives to user the possibility to insert / update payment information for Zakeke.

By clicking on Aggiorna il metodo di pagamento at the bottom you'll save your changes.



Invoices

View billings list
Into Invoices section you can visualize the list of invoices related to charges for Zakeke.

From the table into this section, besides the opportunity to see all information for every single invoice, it's
possible to download the details of the specific invoice in PDF file.
Furthermore, you can search for a specific invoice thanks to its number by using the search bar collocated at
the top left of section.
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